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[6a-6c]

no
is
immediate cause of
embolism rather than any
or omission

of defendant.

[7]

Malpractice- Liability for Error of Judgment.- :Mere
in the absence of want of
of his me!Iieal
for untoward conscquenees in the
not warrantor of cures,

; 4J Am.Jur.

and

Id. -Malpractice - Evidence-Opinion
the witness who testifies as to the standard
acts are measured must have had basic educational
foundation for his testiof what is
and ens-

Malpractice--,- Acts Constituting
not shown to have been
m
and peoper instructions to interns and nurses as to
what symptoms in his
were to he observed and
where he testifies to
and observations
and
treatment, and such reliance is not shown to be inconsistent
with standard medical
[16) !d.-Malpractice-Acts Constituting
the absenee of evidence that a
and in the exereise of the
care, know how to
a pulmotor, his failure to have such
uwwL"'" does not constitute neiglr;geJice

a doctor and a ~~·~""·-
and negligence in treatment and
deceased son following his
in an automobile
of nonsuit affirmed.

"v'u"·'V'-'

Hahn & Camusi, William P. va.tu"''"' and lVIarion P.
for .Appellant.
Chase, Rotchford, Downen &
Downen & Chase, Hugh B. Rotchford, Richard
Musick, Burrell & Ingebretsen and Anson B.
Respondents.
Peart, Baraty & Hassard, George A. Smith, Alan L. Bonnington, Reed & Kirtland and Louis J. Regan, as Amici Curiae
on behalf of Respondents.
SPENCE, J.-Plaintiff brought this action
ant doctor and defendant hospital for
and negligence in the treatment and care of her deceased
son after he had been injured in an automobile collision. At
the close of plaintiff's case, nonsuits were
to defendant doctor and defendant hospital upon their
motions therefor. Judgments were entered
and
from said judgments, plaintiff appeals.
In challenge of the propriety of the
claims that she made out a prima facie case of
and negligence on the part of defendants as the proximate
the evidence
cause of her son's death. But
light most favorable to plaintiff and
in accordance with the settled rule applicable in
validity of nonsuits (Lawless v.
24 Cal.2d
[17] See 13 Cal.Jur. 775; 38 Am.Jur. 697.
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her arrival plaintiff found her son in the emergency
Dr. Brothers, an intern, who, upon in' told her that defendant doctor would be there shortly.
At that time the
was conscious and able to speak to plainabout 2 :30 a.m. (Sunday, March
he was
tiff.
room, at which time he was "kind of
. '' not restless, and while he seemed to
made to him, he did not answer.
made his first visit to plaintiff's son at
at which time when examined
seemed ''more unconscious'' but was
still not
12 noon the boy became restless, hot
and fen•rish the last time he spoke was about 1.15 p.m.;
and the last
of physical recognition was about 3 o'clock
afternoon. At 3 :45 p.m. he became very restthat
was not able to understand plaintiff, and
unconscious,'' he was '
much
WOI'fH'."
Sunday evening defendant doctor
and
eyes. Plaintiff
of hours~-9 p.m. to 11 p.m.- ·
his
observed a serions
unconscious and in a coma, not moving,
Ycry hard and labored; had
a
throat. At 12 :45 o'clock the next morning,
the boy
though his
as defendant doctor entered the room.
called for a respirator or pulmotor,
brought
but it

room

immediate cause
" due to "cerebral contusion and
to ''fracture skulL''
The
direct
of defendant
called as a witness by
under section 2055 of
the Code of Civil Procedure. He testified that the emergency
service of the
called him about 1 or 1 :30
1\iarch 17 that the
intern said that he
"had a
skull fracture . . . a brain injury
was semi-conscious'' that he told the intern to have the
admitted and to ·watch
a chart of hourly
to blood pressure,
and
and
the
some sedative
the event that he became restless.
when he first saw the
a bont 10
the
was '
. his blood pressure . . .
were within normal limits . . . his eyes were dilated
reacted to light.'' The doctor stated that he did
any different care
but he
then that the
with "some
"-either
vanlt
the brain and the
which is the
or subdural
the dura and
he did not know the extent or ]oration
"saw the coroner's
: and he added that he
March 17: about 10 o'clock
times on
noon, a little before :30 p.m., and around
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recited that
son had an
1.5 em. thick.'' When
as
the factors considered in ''
whether or not
there
' the doctor stated: ''I take
into consideration whether he is
any increased intracranial pressure, which is the usual
become
their blood
of their
pupil then
becomes dilated
right out to the rim,
you cannot make it contract with any amount
you wish to
in it . . . As a general rule, from
to neurosurgeons, when a pupil
serious.'' 'fhen in
to the
let us assume that you have a
. . . is it not true that if the
""-"'"""' continues and no
is made to clean out that
the patient will
die," the doctor
the hemorrhage continues to make that
create enough pressure on your brain,

"

SCIOUS.

the classical picture of
doctor stated that in the
unconscious;
lucid;
uncondescribed the "lucid interval" as a condition
knocked unhe then becomes

examines his
he will start to become slower, if it goes
enough,
he will become unconscious.'' The doctor testified that the

treatment to
his blood
'clock visit
had been that
11:30 o'clock that
to have become worse, that '
's brain, but still the symptoms
those indicative of an epidural
as
from some other type of brain bleeding. With
death certificate's recital of ''
embolism'' as the
immediate cause of death, the doctor stated the term meant
a ''foreign body, a blood clot that has
in a blood
" in this case "the lungs"; that, in his
the
"embolism, [the] blood clot vvhich caused death in the
[could] not come from'' an ''
had to have "some other origin"; that whether "bleeding
inside the brain" could "have led to an
" he was
"not enough of a pathologist to answer that" but that "pulmonary emboli," the "nightmares of surgeons," can come
from very trivial things, minor
''can
in
any blood vessel in fthe] body" ; and that he knew of no
in the world, with the boy with a head
such as
'
found, that [he] could have
the formation
of a pulmonary embolism.''
'With respect to her malpractice charge against the doctor,
plaintiff claims that the evidence, together with reasonable
inferences legitimately deducible therefrom, establishes a
prima facie case of negligence against the doctor
reason
of his failure to diagnose at the outset the presence of epidural hemorrhage as the brain injury suffered
her son
and to
the need for an
a brain specialist to remove the intracranial pressure on her son brain.
In this regard she maintains that the
embolism
was a terminal condition appearing because of the failure to
perform the brain operation. Defendant doctor contends that
the physical condition of plaintiff's son did not reflect the
classical picture of an epidural
the
adoption of any procedure other than the "m"''""~"'ti'""

since scientific
essential for the determination of an obvious
S'npra, 24 Cal.2d 81, 86.) But
1s
case, for here what was done lay outside
The physical factors
brain
as well as
were matters of medical learnof
An analowas involw•d in Lawlcsg
sup1·a,
an internal abdominal ailment was
diagpoisoning instead of appcndidied of a ruptured appendix. In
of the evidence to withstand
nonsuit in favor of the defendant doctor,
page 89 : "It was not only necessary for
but also that the
care in makCal.
552
that the treatment was un(Nicholas

.)"

[6a]

So

most a case of mistaken diagnosis,
evidence on the
folthe
exhibited
accompany an

the treatment she
the latter's oym
of his admission that the n"""''r"'""
!J'a""'"H's case "would be bad
presn
cians in
conform''
cian should under

to show that any act or omission
ant doctor was the
cause
The uncontradicted evidence introduced
that the

on Evidence
Sowden v. Idaho Quartz 11!.
55 CaL
Owens, supra, 33 Cal.2d 749, 755-756.) [11]

on the requisite
) his lack of active
his

's
to know how it worked.
mitted that he did not know how the
but there is
doctor should have such
Rtandard
of care.
[6c] Ail the record has been above
to the alleged
claim
it is manifest that plaintiff has failed
was
or unskilful in his
the
treatment
sustained
his
caused the
lishes that the
and that its
was
defendant doctor did or did not
tiff's son. In the face of
tion between the death of l"<"""'"L
tor
properly
[17] There nmv remains for consideration
of
ae<UU,>C the
In this connection

dissent.
that the refusal of the trial

brain injury cases; that
were Doctors Coviello and
and that
had
he was visited at these
interns from the hospitals,
discussed >Yith the
the need for

many occasions
doctors and
that he had

cases and was
that
in such cases j that he studied medical
cals and textbooks on the
of head
tliClt he had become
with
adopted
the treatment and care
brain.
It is interesting to contrast the
'>Yho testified that he did not

at a
had assisted at one brain
was a member of the Jjos
Dr. \Y ebb had been i1witcd to
'fhe
opinion makes much of
Webb had not
m 25 years,
It
a matter of common
C.:!d-16

and

1n a
tetanus infection ( llalentin v.
, 76
1, 7, 8
P.2d
ifications at that time were
He had been in the

in
I would say that the balance

two
with

not constitute a
witness to offer
with both trial
Hl<;<tLlVLt;:, of SUCh
case. I submit that the
of the trial court in
Dr. Webb in this case,
vicious practice which is
administration of jus-

upon
destined to thwart the fair and
tic e.
For
I would reverse the

treatment and care of traumatic ,,.,,,,.,D"
'' The details of his varied av•~cn·ian

was, under all

error, to ho1d that

!ant's
for a
19;) 1. Cnrt<T, ,J .. and R<·ha uer, .L, \"Othl fM a

A. Ro. 21422.
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cream.

[2] Id.-Regulation-Milk.-'fhe Milk
at what the
shall
the dealer or consumer shall

[3] Id.-Regulation-Milk.-The
sonable distinction in
tributor

See 12 CaLJur. 558; 22 Am.Jur. 852.
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